
FLIGHT #116 IS DOWN ESSAY

Read this full essay on Summary Of "Flight # Is Down", Caroline B. Cooney. The entire novel takes the span of one
Saturday afternoon, from PM until 1.

She had died now because she was non taken to the infirmary on clip. Patrick naturally rises to the occasion,
as an EMT, helping out the victims of the crash. The shallows: What the internet is doing to our brains. Ido not
wish to speak in this gentleman's company"  All of these disparate personalities and more are thrown together
by the tragic crash of a on Heidi's rural estate. Heidi is a 16 twelvemonth old miss. The sheer numbers of
wounded at first leaves him feeling overwhelmed, But he manages to get himself moving and after that his
training kicks in. In Flight is Down, a tragic airplane crash of which we never find out the cause brings a small
town together for the rescue. As she waits for help she rushes in the plane herself, transporting people
single-handedly back to her house for further treatment. Patrick, a seventeen year old senior who feels as
though he is under appreciated, and yearns for a chance to put his rescue skills to work. Cooney, the author of
the book, is very creative and compassionate. Explain the comparison. Each character has a story to tell. In
what ways did the speaker liken himself to a cloud? In the plane, Tuck gets out and heads the wrong way, and
is directed by medical workers into the house, while his brother Daniel is pinned down under a clunk of metal
back at the plane. Summary- The Book is about an year old boy named Patrick who is an EMT Hospital
volunteer who is like a paramedic, but he has less knowledge than a paramedic does. The last two victims of
the clang are Carly. This book is one of three books in the Loosing Christina series. At the infirmaries. She
talks with him after he tells her how proud of her he is. Orden says angrily, "You have sat at my table, you
have drunkport with me. Fighting as to calculate out the beginning of the sound.


